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| [ERE the architeéts envisioned a picture, saw the modern office building in 
terms of the great art of the Middle Ages—and the result is a demonstration 

that the utilitarian Struéture, the modern office build’ng of commerce may be as 
picturesque as it is practical. Vision, imagination, courage and practical ingenuity 
in stylistic adaptation have enabled the architeéts of this country to astonish the 
world with their achievements of today and their promise of tomorrow. 

Certainly modern invention—modern engineering skill and organization, will 
prove more than equal to the demands of the architeéture of the future. 
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Hamilton Institute Course in 
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which there was no satisfactory New Yorks Dexter S. Kian, Dean of ff McGill Colky the Engineering Colleges, Cornell Univer- McGill College 
answer. sity; Joan Hays Hammonp, the eminent ew, ork University, 
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The University of Engi i 
/ Of all the things that go to make the __ is, of its very nature, a University where 

successful engineer, none is more impor- theory and practice combine to make big- 
) tant, nor more in step with the spirit of the _ger, broader and more practical engineers. 

profession, than a studious attitude. One Th in this Uni . 
man says about another—‘“he is always ., “© Courses in this University are not “1: 99 «6 > : limited to prescribed subjects nor terms— willing to learn,” “he doesn’t think he . é : : 3 . the subjects are almost infinite, and the knows it all”—and he intends to pay a . high compliment when he says it. semesters are endless. Men with the 

weight of years on their shoulders work 
The great engineers are always at and learn side-by-side with those whose 

school, always learning, always seeking day has just dawned. 
for more knowledge. They begin with . / 
this desire for fuller understanding, and This p oat-gradunte school fits en a they keep it up to the end almost anything. Fits them for it, and 
yee ay , makes them continually fitter. Out of 
Any engineering operation, over and _ this continuing fitness have grown the 

above the primary purpose for which it is engineering accomplishments on which 
carried out, is an active and post-gradu- this institution has grown. It is, per- 
ate class in engineering, also. So that haps, one of the great educational insti- 
Westinghouse, or any other great business, tutions of its day. 
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THE UNIVERSITY HEATING SYSTEM 
By Gustus L. Larson 

Professor of Steam and Gas Engineering 

AND 
Joun J. Novorny 

Chicf Operating Engineer of Heating Plant 

Very few of us fully realize the growth and extent and water department of the university. The heating 

of the university, the many and varied problems met by station as it now stands was completed under Professor 

the regents in providing the necessary buildings, equip- Thorkelson’s direc- . 

ment and other facilities, and the daily problems in- tion. He showeda = > ee 

volved in maintaining these efficiently and economically. ready grasp of the | 

At present there are 113 university buildings on the problems involved 

campus, including the new State of Wisconsin general and he established i 

hospital which is now under construction. Seventy- such a record in i 

one of these buildings receive their heat from the cen- the administration 

ral heating station located on University Avenue. The of his duties that 

others, if heated at all, receive their heat from small, the regents natur- 

isolated heating plants located in or near the respective ally turned to him 

buildings. when they were 

The average student or professor on the campus seeking a new bus- 

gives little thought to the matter of how the heating of iness manager for 

his class-room or office is accomplished, and few, if any, — the university in 

have any real conception of the thought and care re- the fall of 1914. Be 

quired in economically keeping all the buildings of The map shown é " 

such a large institution at a comfortable temperature herewith gives 3 : 

under all conditions of weather. This article is writ- some idea of the ae és as 

ten with the hope that a discussion of this problem may general layout and y 

prove of general interest. the length of the ‘ ; 

Historical Sketch. heat transmission —& cae 

In order that some of the features relating to the lines at the univer- (gg 

subject under discussion may be better appreciated, a sity. The length (7a s x 

diagram has been prepared (Fig. 1) showing the cu- from east to west : 

bical contents of buildings and the square feet of equiva- is over one mile. | 

lent radiation at the university in the chronological order The left hand, or iia | 

of the construction of the buildings. The curve of western group, is |/eqgiimess my " , | 

student enrollment from 1899 up to the present time is used by the College EE __J} 

also shown on this figure. : . of Agticultite and Tue Universrry Heatinc Sra- 
Previous to 1885 the heating was obtained from the right hand, or- Th aids it vat 

stoves, furnaces, and other systems in the separate eastern group, by TION. 9 teas’ pitt m o operation 

buildings, and data covering that period is not of im- the other colleges m J9ne aud heats. 7 of the 113 
7 j F ; university buildings. 

mediate interest. of the university. 

Professor Storm Bull, one time professor of steam What is now the mining and metallurgical laboratory 

and gas engineering, was identified with the work of (building No. 14 on map) was the original central 

the heating plant from about 1890 until his death in heating station. It was erected in 1885 and was en- 

1908, and the successful solution of the problems met larged twice before being finally abandoned for the 

during this period, and the plans for our present heat- present station. The plant, when first constructed, was 

ing station and equipment are the results of his work. connected to only a few of the university buildings ; 

Upon the death of Professor Bull, Professor H. J. later, it was extended in size and capacity and con- 

Thorkelson, then associate professor of steam and gas nected to other buildings. In fact, it was not until 

engineering, became consulting engineer for the heat 1898 that all the buildings on the eastern or upper cam-
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eee SE oer =a. \ Y ; UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN HEATING SYSTEM 

le seaer ce Zoenome ae HEAT TUNNELS AND CONDUITS. fie, = = | DE EES ys eaves 1800", Manone 

pus were so connected. The first boilers installed were 80 on map) was originally erected as a heating station 
50-horse-power units, but, as additions were required, for the college of Agriculture in 1896. 
larger and larger sized units were selected, and when, Present Heating System 
in 1906, the installation of more and larger units in the The two old heating stations above mentioned were 
steam, electric, and hydraulic laboratories necessitated well located for the purposes intended, but the present 
more boiler capacity, it was decided to purchase a heating station is fully as centrally located for its work 
350-horse-power water-tube boiler. This boiler was and has the additional advantage of railroad facilities, 
removed to the present central heating station in 1908 effecting a saving of perhaps 50 cents a ton for haul- 
and four additional boilers of the same capacity were ing coal. As the university consumes over 20,000 tons 
installed there. It may be of interest to note here that a year, this item of itself is quite important. 
the original 350-horse-power boiler above mentioned The present plant contains nine 350-horse-power 
is to be scrapped this summer to make room for a larger Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers with space at the 
units of 546-horse-power. present time for one additional boiler of the same capa- 

The present dairy machinery laboratory (building No. city. 
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Figure 1. Growrn or rue University. This shows the cubical contents of the buildings and the amount of 

equivalent radiation in the chronological order of installation.
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The steam is generated at 150 pounds pressure and is tion increased from 233,000 to 308,000 sq. ft, or 32 

distributed at that pressure to the university pumping per cent. The cubical contents of buildings connected 

station, steam and gas engineering laboratory, forest pro- 1 

ducts laboratory, and several other points where high & nes 

pressure steam is needed for power purposes. The 6 350 

steam used for heating the buildings is reduced at the E 8 a 

station from 150 pounds to pressures varying from 10 Ce 0 
. a8 Q 

to 1 pound depending upon the weather conditions. The q 3 aio 
; ; . . ) 8 300 oafTNN) 

pressure in the heating mains is regulated so as to have E 200 Less 

at least one pound pressure at the buildings farthest vt 280 ‘ RSQag 

from the heating station. _ There isa gauge at the uni- a A oe __ SSSQH 

versity gymnasium (building No. 2) which electrically g 250 BSSRESSRVTVTET 

records its pressure at the heating station. The pres- 58 za0 SSsssS&& SERV 

sure at the heating station is regulated according to the § 5 ZO x 

reading of this gage. 338 ; 

The heating station chimney, which is of Custodis i 2c 

brick construction, is 250 feet high and 14 feet in inter- 9 | 3s 

nal diameter. It is designed for an ultimate capacity of % i 34 

6000 boiler horse-power. This is sufficient to serve tu S 

twice the boiler capacity that th ve WS 
wice capacity tha’ e present station now rAd 3! WA 

contains. It was the intention of the original designers $r 3 so wt SS : 

to duplicate the present station on the south side of Yok 2 RSS . 

the stack whenever it became necessary to go beyond the {Ly 27 SSS SS NS AS 3 
ae ; G22 RSS SSS 

capacity of the existing plant. This plan probably will g22 26 SSS RSs 

not be followed out as the development of modern au- 3d 2 24 mote ESS 4 : 

tomatic stokers will make it possible to develop the full —_ KSA AR ROMA 

capacity of the chimney in the existing station. This ot ao ey ee cL 

chimney has been called the “10,000 student chimney,” yee 378 RE 7 SS 

the basis for its design being that it should be of suffi- pag 2S8 Rees NY RE 

cient capacity to serve the heating station in the not far une SS RRs N Sy 

distant future when there will be 10,000 students en- —X00_ 538 RQ MSR 

rolled in the University. cee 
390 

The fuel burned is Illinois coal, usually from Frank- 380 vt 

lin or Williamson Counties. This coal contains 30 per sae ae 

cent or: more of volatile matter, making smoke pre- £ 2380 Eo 

vention very difficult. The Roney stokers which now hj L 340 eh 
: . . 3 330 Peo KAN 

feed the boilers were the best to be obtained at the time rp \\ eB EKXKNN KAS 

6 bz KA CEERI 
the plant was built, but there has been remarkable pro- LL Io Ni SSN , 

gress in the art of building stokers during the last dec- e ® seal WE RBS Ses 

ade, and the present equipment will be replaced by more 2 & ze0 Ni SEES 

modern stokers as rapidly as conditions will permit. 3 $ 2zo ped SS SS 

: et . ‘ : 2 260 ON 

The main heating lines, shown in the map are in con- o¢ =A ASST 

crete or brick tunnels which vary in cross section from — SS > SV . 

7x 7 ft. to 6 x 6 ft. Branch lines, running from the 0 2 

main tunnels to the buildings, are laid in concrete con- ul 27 $ 

duits of a size just sufficient to accommodate the pipe. = 9 26 dat i 

There are, on the campus, approximately two miles 4 e a ae & 

of tunnel large enough to walk in, and over a mile of v R23 NJ osie y 

concrete conduit. These tunnels and conduits contain Oy 9 a N A. Q 

approximately 10 miles of piping ranging from 16” to aie 20 RS RY SSF 

y”’, The larger tunnels, including piping complete, Fy 9 PB REXQSS® HS 

cost about $20.00 a foot before the arrival of our pres- aa Q co RE&&Q\Q&_ QV WSS 

ent high prices. Recent estimates on proposed new a F SSSA SSS BSNS 

tunnels show a cost of approximately $50.00 a lineal $2 § &§ 65 § 8 5 8 & 8 

foot. 
Ficurr 2. A Recorp or EconoMIcAL OPERATION. Al- 

Operating Records though the cubical contents of buildings connected 

Fig. 2 reveals an interesting record of economical to plant and the surface of radiation have increased 

operation. From the year 1912-13 up to the present 31 and 32 per cent respectively, the coal consump- 

school year, the radiation connected to the heating sta- tion has remained stationary.
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to the plant increased in that same time from 24% pounds, and the pounds of water evaporated per pound million to 32 million cubic feet, or 3r per cent. It of coal have increased from 7.52 to 8.48 by gradual will be seen, however, that the tons of coal burned have steps. This increase in efficiency is very largely a re- remained practically the same. sult of the installation of recording power-plant, instru- The school year 1912-13 had a considerably lower ments such as steam-flow meters, recording flue-gas 

thermometers, feed water 
BAe 918-1919 — 1919 1920 = 1920-1921 1921-1922 = meters, etc. These, in con- SQ.FT or connmcteo EQUIVALENT RADIATION 307648 junction with automatic coal TOTAL GRossCuBIcAL ContENTS 31641,875|s2013.238 | scales on each boiler, made Cuvcrircnserreresmanon | veel ros] roe] toa] i pone to eatish' daly Tora Sos or rear waren operating char which reves 

just what is bein, Rao or area reno To TOTALLED ata glance just what is beng i rom da 0 
AMOUNT CHARGEABLE TO HEATING ONLY [*45,000.00 |t163,500,00]p165,048.55/8 146/03.92 a 0 -, Hs 

day. hus poor operation is COST PER S8:Fri Or RADIATION [0.52 | =a quickly and readily checked, 294 TATZIA 4 : 
COST OF HEATING, PER STUDENT PER TOTAL COST 28.90 icoee that High Sperating the / 

TOTAL COST PER 1000 POUNDS OF STEAM a “in their work when they can 

CESTIMATING BAZMO._OR 260 DAYS) 
. ACTUAL TONS OF COAL BURNED PER YEAR | 22162 [20.429] 1aies.36] 1999715 The evaporation per pound 

TAVERY RUF SUAS SERERSS 
feos b helped TOTAL COST OF COAL ACTUALLY BURNED [s>>goe0e .|t104.as0o0]6i4.524.00 $112,000.32 of coal has also been help SLERAGE COST PER TON +3 oot : by the fact that the conden- 

QF T. POUNDS OF COAL BURNED PER SQ.FTRAD PERYR — wasted digei © AUGbER GE Cd POUNDS OF COAL BURNED PER CU FT OF BUILDING | ties | bulldings, hay been reuamed 
412 375 3.71 . ht 

cae | a |e ee oe AVE Ib8 OF COAL BURNED PER SQ.FT.ORATE PER HR, [[ zorsr| zo7er| 19.66] has been accomplished during mememmmemmrrerrrs [eee] ase azer| a0 re ec gourd UE (260 DAYS, SEPTIS TO JUNE 1 
. f 1 . sie 1 AVERAGE POUNDS OF STEAM PER POUND OF COAL [ zsz[sze[sss[ saa] buildings as the stock pav: 

i | ica gineering 
A-FULL TWO SEMESTER STUDENTS ion, chemical engineering EB SURMER SESSION STUDENTS building, clinic and union 
C-SHORT COURSE STUDENTS . 

b i li I h i . ‘ ; . uildings, pump house, horti- Micure 3. Dara Suner. Note that the coal burned per boiler horse-power has BS, yun P , , : . cultural building, and a num- been reduced, while the water evaporatcd per pound of coal has been in- ber of others. This has tec creased. This increase in efficiency is largely the result of the installation i . oe “ . vo sulted in a higher tempera- 
of recording instruments, 

. 
ture of the feed water enter- average temperature during the heating season than the ing the boilers and consequently a reduction in the coal year TO21-22, and a more true comparison would be required per pound of steam. The installation of water between the years ‘913-14 and 1921-22, since these two softener for treating the feed water resulted in less scale years had approximately the same average temperature on the boiler tubes and consequently higher efficiencies. during the heating season. This latter comparison re- Special attention has been paid to keeping the boilers in veals the interesting fact that, while the load on the the best of operating conditions at all times. Complete station was 17 per cent greater in 1g2t-22 than in 1913- efficiency tests on the plant by engineering students has 14, the coal consumed in 1921-22 was 2% per cent less aided greatly in locating sources of loss, than the amount consumed. in 1913-14. Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that although the connected load on the the winter of 1921-22 was slightly colder than the plant increased 32 per cent during the ten years shown, winter of 1913-14 as will be seen from the temperature the steam generated increased only 8 per cent. This re- chart on Fig 2. 

duction in steam consumption has resulted from repairs 
—_ . 

I How Savings Were Accomplished on the distribution system and careful supervision of These savings were accomplished in two ways: First, the use of steam in the various buildings. by more careful operation in the power station itself ; During the past four years, more than six carloads and, second, by stoppage of loss and leakage in the of pipe covering have been placed on the pipes in the piping system and in the buildings. The increase of tunnels and other places. Many hot water tanks, which efficiency in the operation of the heating station is best were formerly bare, were covered with insulation and shown by the tabulation in Iig 3. Note that in the four placed under thermostatic control, years tabulated, the coal burned per boiler horse-power Co-operation of the custodians and occupants of has been gradually reduced from 4.12 pounds to 3.65 (Continued on page 154)
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A TRIP TO THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS 

By F. E. TurNEAuRE 

Dean, College of Engineering 

My trip to the Hawaiian Islands during the past for their style, everything being very plain and simple ; 

winter was one of the most interesting I have ever but nothing could prevent our friends headed for New 

taken. I have traveled quite a bit in Europe, and must Zealand and Australia from following their ancient 

say that for a visit of two or three weeks, the Ha- custom of dressing up for dinner ; they probably would 

waiian Islands is perhaps the most interesting place to not feel at home otherwise. These English are certainly 

visit I have ever seen. Peculiarities of climate, topog- a stubborn lot. Christmas Day aboard was quite an 

raphy, and geology, and of the inhabitants themselves event. The passengers had already been on board suf- 

go to make up a combination which presents so many ficiently long to become well acquainted, and a lively 

differences from 
masquerade 

whatweateac|i SS OC*~—“—S CeCe “| dance was car- 

customed to that ; ee | ried off in good 

a stay of two or :  gsitiae aaa of shape, including 
ai aie ee 

three weeks in at Kiet be Oe cess eee all sorts of tra- 

the islands is i on opm — os 4 2 ditional ship 

very interesting co 4 stunts arranged 

and enjoyable. ‘ : : by the master of 

The only draw- ceremonies. 

back is the time : Land was 

required to get - Pl ae sighted about 

to the islands. : ee i noon the sixth 

We think of — : day in the shape 

them, perhaps, 
of the round top 

as being com- i of a mountain 

' paratively near 
rising above the 

our western 
clouds. This was 

coast, but, as a , identified as the 

matter of fact, i) @xtinct yolcano 

at equires. MOr€ \founrarn ROAD AND PINEAPPLE Fir~ps. One piece of highway now being con- Haleakala, oe 

Eime to reach structed is costing about $100,000 a mile for bridges, grading and surfacing. the island Mavi, 

Honolulu from some 10,000 feet 

Madison that it does to reach Liverpool, and the cost high. Diamond Head, the fortified point near Hono- 

is about the same. For my own pleasure, a good deal lulu, was sighted about five o’clock, and we landed 

of the ocean trip might well be dispensed with,—and I about six, with our program already made up for the 

am not such a bad sailor at that. most economical use of our two weeks’ stay. 

Our party sailed from San Francisco, December 20, - The Hawaiian Islands are in the tropics, latitude 

on one of the boats of the Matson line, the principal about 20°, about the same as Cuba and Mexico City. 

line operating between San Francisco and Honolulu. The group consists of four main islands lying in a 

This Company furnishes weekly service each way, and string running N. W.—S. E., with 25 to 4o miles of 

has been operating regularly for so many years that it clear water between successive islands. The largest is 

is looked upon by Atlantic navigators as a sort of ferry- Hawaii, from which the name of the group is taken. 

boat proposition. We were on the great Pacific six days This is to the extreme S. W. end, and is an island 

going over and seven coming back. Not because of our about 100 by 70 miles in size. Toward the northwest 

crossing the international date line did this difference is Maui, next Oahu, on which Honolulu is situated, and 

arise, but because of the occurrence of a tremendous the most northern is Kawai. The population of the 

storm on the return trip, despite the reputation for territory is about 250,000, of which 80,000 are in Hon- 

mildness of temper which the Pacific Ocean has. Our olulu, the principal port of the group. Transportation 

expericnce was perhaps the exception that proves the between islands is afforded by side trips of the Matson 

rule. boats and by an inter-island boat line, with bi-weekly 

But the trip over was not bad, in spite of the general — service. A trip on one of these inter-island boats is very 

monotony of sea travel. As Hawaii is the “cross-roads interesting from the fact that they are quite small, and 

of the Pacific”, the passenger list is likely to be made on account of the prevailing wind direction, have to 

up of considerable variety of races and nationalities, travel in the trough of the waves most of the time. 

and our group was no exception. Chinese, Hawaiians, The physiological effect is very much the same as 

English, Australians, New Zealanders, and several other crossing the English Channel. 

varieties were present. The Matson boats are not noted The history of these islands is very interesting in-
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deed. Inhabitated by a race similar to that in the South canic origin, the only active volcano is Mauna Loa on 
Seas, the islands were practically unknown until 1778 the island of Hawaii. Extinct craters are quite com- 
when rediscovered by Captain Cook, and named the mon, there being two large ones adjacent to the city of 
Sandwich Islands. Missionaries came in about 1820, Honolulu,—one Diamond Head, already mentioned, and 
and thereafter other whites came in considerable num- the other, called Punchbowl, almost in the heart of the 
bers. The natives were a rather peaceful, good-tem- city. 
pered people, and became civilized very rapidly, so Another factor which gives the islands their unique 
that the islands soon came to be a center of considerable interest is the amount and variation in the rainfall. The 

160° 159° 158° 157° / 156 5° 
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Wi Peentie Se NEE @I/9" _ 57° 136° 195° as 

Tie HaAwanan Istanps AnD Honotutu. The Hawaiian Islands are new land, geologically speaking, and are 
still in the making. They are of volcanic origin and constitute a big lump in the ocean, rising some seven 
miles above its bed’ 

trade, and the cultivation of sugar cane was early in- islands lie in the trade wind belt of the tropics, where 
troduced. The most important event in the history of the wind is constantly blowing from the northeast. 
the natives which is on record appears to be the unifi- They are also subjected to heavy rainfall, but on ac- 
cation of the people of all the islands under the great count of the prevailing winds and the mountainous to- 
King Kamehameha I in 1795. He and his descendents pography, most of the water falls on the windward 
ruled things pretty efficiently until a Republic was or- slopes, so that it easy to pass in a distance of ten 
ganized in 1894 and the territory finally annexed to the miles from a region of heavy rainfall and thick, trop- 
United States in 1898. In the museums of Honolulu are ical jungle, to a desert of sand and cactus. The city 
preserved many very interesting relics and other ex- of Honolulu itself has a varied rainfall, depending upon 
hibits connected with the history of the islands in the locality, from about 30 inches to 150 inches per year. 
form of household utensils, textiles, feather robes, fish- ‘The city is located on the windward side of the island 
ing apparatus, and of paintings and statues of the old of Oahu, which at this place is only about ten miles 
ruling family. A fine statue of the aforementioned king wide, but has the usual mountain ridge in the middle. 
occupies a prominent place in front of one of the pub- The tops of the mountains are nearly always covered . 
lic buildings. with clouds, and more or less rain falls nearly every 

The Hawaiian Islands are comparatively new, geo- day. But although the wind blows from the mountains, 
logically speaking, and are still in the making. They it is generally unable to bring the clouds with it, as 
are of volcanic origin, and constitute a big lump in the they are apt to disappear before they spread over the 
ocean, rising some seven miles above its bed and about city. Frequently it happens in the afternoon that the 
2% miles above sea level. Although they are of vol- wind will carry the clouds as far as the center of the
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city, and there will be a light shower, but with the ‘of a wave for perhaps a quarter of a mile before 

sun still shining on the western side, giving a very beau- stopping. The broad beach is due to the existence of 

tiful rainbow effect,—“liquid sunshine’, as it is called. a coral reef about half a mile offshore, along the lee 

We observed this interesting phenomenon three or four side of the island, a condition characteristic of all these 

times in the week we were there. This general rain- islands. 

fall condition prevails in all the islands, with a maxi- The city is well supplied with public schools, and has 

mum rainfall of about 500 inches a year near the tops a college and a University, the latter attended by about 

of the mountains in Kauai. One result of this tree _ _ _ _ ee = 

mendous rainfall on the windward side is a very heavy | ee, cll 

erosion of the mountains, producing very deep gorges | ee 3 eo 

and steep slopes. This condition, however, depends | oe 

somewhat on the geological age of the island, and the oe 

island of Hawaii, with its still active volcano, is com- 

paratively new, so that the erosion there is less than in eee 

the older islands. 

Honolulu is very largely an oriental city. In a popu- 

lation of 80,000, not more than 20% are whites, the é 

rest being made up of native Hawaiians, Japanese, co 

Chinese, Portugese, Koreans, Philipinos, and a few | a 

other varieties. The Japanese constitute nearly half of | ace 

the entire population. A few of the large stores on | --aiRaanS 5 aes | 

the main street are conducted entirely by whites, and Mountary SCENE NEAR Hononunu—Tur Patt. One 

some of the banks as well, but on stepping from the “ . 

main street into the side streets, one finds himself result of the tremendous rainfall ow the wind- 

among exclusively Oriental stores. We did not get so ward side of the mountains is a heavy crosion, 

far away as to be unable to make ourselves understood, which produces deep gorges and steep slopes. 

as the business people talk English when they have to, 4oo students. A visit to one of the large public schools 

but there is nothing American or European to be seen was a very interesting feature of our program. This 

in many of the streets, excepting a few words in English school is attended by about 1200 pupils from all the 

on some of the shop signs. Honolulu is really a beau- different races in the city except Caucasian. All but 

tiful city. It has many wide streets and boulevards, about a dozen, however, were native born and pros- 

usually lined with palm trees of several varieties and pective voters. It was certainly interesting to see the 

other tropical species. In our hotel grounds, there were little Japanese and Chinese children on the exercise 

many cocoanut palms, and walking about under the ground taking part in the special flag exercise which is 

trees on a windy day was not altogether a safe diversion. carried out once a week, and in which several little 

One of the most interesting parts of the city is the speeches are made and the flag is raised while all the 

famous Waikiki beach, where the natives ride surf children stand at salute. Many of these children hear 

boards and visitors go out in outrigger canoes. It is no English at home, so the school is the only place 

great fun watching the surf bathers ride in on their where they can learn the language. In spite of this 

surf boards, standing erect and sliding down the crest (Continued on page 152) 
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Cane Fitume on Hawatt. Cane is transported from the fields to the mills by means of Aumnes, 

which are carried over gorges on trestles up to 200 fect high.
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THE 1923 ENGINEERS’ PARADE 
By. L. T. Socarp. 

Junior Civil 

Kidnapping, a libel suit, and column upon column of _ best model, D. F. Schmit, graced one float while paint- 
editorials in the Cardinal followed in the wake of what slingers endeavored to depict on canvas her many poses. 
proved to be one of the most successful, notorious, and “Our Klinnic”, where SERVICE is the pass-word, 
laugh-producing parades ever staged by the “rough was hoisted onto a truck and pulled through the streets, 
necks” who reside on the north side of the Hill. while the doctors handed out the coveted excuses as 
Despite the fact that the Law Shop and the Weather- fast as they were applied for. The pretty nurses caused 
man were in cahoots all spring in a mad endeavor to a high percentage of fatality and since the parade sev- 
queer it, the parade paraded, much to the embarrass- eral engagements have been broken. 
ment and humiliation of the rest of the world. From The prize individual stunt was the Man and Nature 
start to finish, from St. Pat to the lawyers’ fire-proof enthusiast, Homer Steel, who wandered hither and 
coffin, the parade was a huge success, and then some yon with a butterfly net endeavoring to catch an elusive 
embryo Brisbane endeavored to score the engineers in doodle-bug fastened: to a rod inserted in the back of 
an editorial in the Cardinal; but replies from loyal the naturalist’s neck, 
plumbers came in so thick and fast that the Cardinal A float, by the Wisconsin Engineer, put the rest of 
began considering the feasibility of renting additional the campus periodicals in their proper places. The 
office-space. Lit was in a coffin, a clown on crutches was labeled 

First in the line of march were the “civils” with a “Octopus”, and the Country Mag wore overalls. A 
ten foot, tin transit so wonderfully constructed that tall black-bearded Israelite represented the Commerce 
Ray Owen has endeavored to get an option on it. Mag, and a scoop-chaser impersonated the Cardinal. 
With a beer-bottle plumb bob, a twelve foot stadia rod, Libel Suit Threatened 
and a sixteen foot slide rule, these aspirants to the A dancing act, labelled for proper identification, was 
county-surveyorship laid out the line of march. the cause of a threatened libel suit by the proprietor of 

St. Pat is Kidnapped a local dance hall, the following week. The A. S. C. 
Following, came the patron saint of plumbers and —’s got more publicity than they craved. Only after a | 

steamfitters, ST. PAT, himself, riding in a mule-drawn public apology in the Cardinal, was the matter dropped. | 
hack and surrounded by a private bodyguard armed Thus was the 1923 parade the cause of more trouble, 
with ten-cent ball-bats. With red-beard, clay pipe, and excitement, notoriety, and advertising to the engineers 
green robes, he was hailed with more gusto than a than all of the “Well, well, well’s” ever bawled at the 
home-run in the last game of the World’s series. But law school. 
herein lies a tale; a story of revenge, woe, and victory. THE PRIZE WINNERS 
With the multitude of red-headed Irishmen available, A large number of prizes were donated by Madison 
the parade committee was at a loss to know just whom merchants. The awards were as follows: 
to honor with the St. Pat-ship. Finally it was decided Beard Contest 
to hold a popularity contest, and seven candidates were First—Charles Hartling—whipcord breeches. 
listed as being the eligibles. Voting, at ten votes for a Second—M. W. Miller—pipe. 
cent, was started and for a week and a half the polls Engineering Socicties 
were open day and night. Bill Gluesing and “Steam First—Tau Beta Pi—Heaven and Hell—brief case. 
and Gas” Pat lead to the last day, when the chemicals Second—Chemical Engineering Society—Ticket Sale 
stuffed the ballot box with enough money to get a first —cake. 
mortgage on the Engineering Building. The result was Third—A. S. C. E—Burlesque Dancers—six pairs of 
that John Rutherford was elected; but here Fate hose. 
stepped in—the chosen saint never rode in the carriage Fourth—A, I. FE, E—Goat Glands—pressing ticket 
of honor. While the parade was in progress, the Pifth—A. S. M. E~—Mechanical Wives for He-men— 
“laws” had Rutherford out in Middleton doing a song pipe. 
and dance for their amusement, for he was shanghaied Individual Frosh Stunt 
body and baggage, while enroute to the parade. How- First—G. FE. Millard—Anatomical Engineer—poly- 
ever the lawyers overlooked a few minor details, name- phase sliderule. - 
ly, that there is more than one red-headed engineer Second—A. E. Gesteland—Engineer at Work—stu- 
and that red wigs and green clothes, though scarce, dent lamp. 
aren’t half as hard to find as an honest lawyer. E. T. Fraternity and Organizations 
Bellew, chemical, was corralled, dressed up, and stuck First—Y. M. C. A~—Our Klinnic—silver loving cup 
in the hack, as good a St. Pat as has yet kissed the Second—Signal Club—Art for Art’s Sake—silver 
Blarney stone. loving cup. 

Ags, Commerce, L. & S., Medics, and co-eds all Third—Triangle—Cave Man and Tea Hound—boxing 
came in for their share of the panning. The art-school’s gloves.
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Individual Stunt Best Float Not Listed Above 

First—H. J. Steel—Man and Nature—fountain pen. First—H. J. Gregg—Monkey Wrench—$10.00 auto 

Second—W. L. Tietjen — Forty-Niner—corduroy _ service. 

pants and cap. Second—Youngberg and Hoffman—meal ticket. 
Group of Two or More on Foot Third—A. F. Roll Sreand pas 

First—B. Ahren’s Baptist Civils—Laying out the Line _ ME he ti NONE Ss : Peet: 
of March—two boxes of cigars. Bourth— J: C. Lotter—flash-light. 

Second—A. J. Larson’s Group—Take-off on Laws— Fifth—L. C. Crew—Crew and McCoy as Co-ed 

meal ticket. Horse-back Riders—studs, links, and tie.
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A 4,000-VOLT OUTDOOR SWITCH STRUCTURE / 
By Epcar D. Lirya : 

Junior Electrical 

It has been the practice for several years to install The electrical apparatus installed in the structure in- 
transformers and high voltage switching equipment out cludes all of the circuit breakers and generator and load 
of doors, but this article will attempt to describe what switches except those which provide connection for local 
appears to be the first outdoor installation made for plant power. The structure provides an excellent place 
voltages as low as 2300 and 4,000. This construction is for lightning arresters, being well away from the main é 

- _ ee ae plant. 
E 4 ‘] Control of the outdoor switches is centered on panels 
E ud: | inside of the main plant. The panels are of the usual | 

| ee . asf sl push-button type. Red and green signal lamps adja- | 
| OH pee 4 WP cent to the push-buttons indicate whether or not the 7 
Ae aa a = pe dak si | power circuits are closed. The solenoids in the outdoor | 
i Re Re anes pie rete switches are energized with 110-volt direct, current | ue a oo Gis N a y ie from a special motor-generator set. There is a storage 

Rei ah * eo ey a am i battery floating on the system at all times to insure 
AG if a 5 Gores ee | i | ee i continuous service. The underground lines for the 
ee iy om : nee J fa on fy | control circuits are laid in one and one-half inch iron 
- = Ne conduit. The fuse boxes for these circuits are placed 

Ficure 1. Generar View or Sree: Swirc Struc- in a special weather-proof cabinet, near the center of 
rure At Rockrorp, ILtinors. The framework is the yard, under the structure. 
176 feet long and is divided into four bays, one for The main circuits leading from the generators are 
each of the four generators. also underground. Each phase passes through either : 

an attempt to do away with the complicated concrete three or four-inch fibre conduit, laid in concrete. Figure 
work which is part of the present day switch-plant con- 2 Shows the method of bringing up these leads from the struction, underground ducts. The ducts are supported by con- 

The plant for which this switching station was de- Crete columns with steel corners for Protection, 
signed had originally used indoor switch equipment. Each phase divides into two branches. The inside 
This served the purpose for ten years, during which . FE 2 ey eal 
time the demand for power increased to 20,000 k.w., | . “ a Sa 3 “ Se 2 ig (} 
making necessary new additions to the switching sys- a Zt -e ia less 
tem. The ustial method of providing the necessary | ge AS. is eS =e a a agile LO eam NN ae eT | room for this apparatus would have been to construct ; ome oat eel NS gate 
a new scparate building, and then to rebuild the main Joe eee Eee ree | 
bus bars and the switching equipment. a wee is eon tae ye { 

Instead of erecting such a building with its many eel SAPO ox WEIS eA ! 
concrete compartments and then rebuilding the appa- TS ey pel SH NA VA a= i 
ratus, it was decided to construct an outdoor steel mee ee Beal We Il aor ae ct i P| 
structure in which might be placed all of the switching A BS ay eh WW" a4 Na A h \ I eee | 
apparatus. In-as-much as this was the first attempt at ta A Ae & i ir cal AN. ie 4 
building such a station, it was necessary to make a yy y or hh ei een mid bs its 
careful study of the needs of the plant, and then make eee a ee i > fl Lt h 
original plans to fit these needs. In addition to being [fess segag ec OR 4 Wc A 
able to care for the equipment then on hand and the 
new apparatus which was to be installed in moderniz- Ficure 2, Mernop or BrincING up GENERATOR 
ing the plant, the structure had to be designed with a Leaps. Each phase divides into two branches. 
view toward future expansion. - The inside branch leads to a bus bar running 

The structure, as designed, contains the apparatus for over to a current transformer. The outer branch 
the control of four generators, eleven circuits, six 18 connected to a transfer bus through a dis- 
motor-generator sets with starting equipment, and two connecting switch. 
banks of step-up transformers. The entire framework ranch leads up to a bus bar running over to a current 
is 176 feet in length, and is divided into units, called transformer which is in the middle of the steel-work. 
bays, one for each of the four generators. The struc- A bus connects the other side of the transformer with 
ture rests on concrete foundations. The runway on one side of an open knife switch. The other side of 
top of the framework, which makes the reactors and the this switch is connected to an oil switch. From the oil 
current and potential transformers more accessible, rests switch, connections are made to the main bus bars. All 
on porcelain insulators bolted to the steelwork. (Concluded on pagt 153)
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Arr, 

Mee) Ca e Eater 
BZ \7 a A \7 . 

i. Wilf avy —model of 1900 

H ] | He was called dude and dandy 

i | v,, then, but you recognize the type. 

y, ‘1 whe He majored in haberdashery and 
j i. a took his degree with honors in 

t | /| soxology. , 

| | As if that were not enough, he 

| I PY; evolved some variations on the cake 

i hat Ey walk which made them stare. 

Sy BES He even found time to develop a 

= remarkable proficiency on the tandem 

bicycle, and on Saturday nights he 

was good enough to bring pleasure 

into Another’s life by wheeling away 

to the ‘“Ten-T'went-Thirt.”’ 

To crowd all this into four short 
years would seem enough for any 
mortal. Yet in spite of his attain- 
ments there are times, in after life, 

when our hero wonders. 

The glory of his waistcoats has 
long since faded, while his books are 

“Published in still fresh and clean. Did he perchance 

the interest of Elec- put too much thought into the selec- 

trical Development by tion of his hats and too little in what 

an Institution that will went under them? 
\ be helped-by what- 

: ever helps the 
Industry. 

Western Electric Co ric Company 
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment 

Number 28 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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! ! BYE engineer should know APOLLo Best Bloom and | Make Your Home at | Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets, American Bessemer i i and Open Hearth Steel Sheets; and KEYSTONE Copper Steel i The f Rust-resisting Black and Galvanized 

| New Snowflake Waffle | | @® = SBia7T& | . i pay A A ee A Bs 
| Kitchen and Lunch Room | . We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS for all pur- i TOL ere a i Also known as the i OH cverahe Voices / Saernrptscts Galvanized Fan cat. 4 i ene ey ig for stamping, Stove and Hange Sheets, | Little White Church Around the Corner | oh overran fhe | Rooting tin Plates: Boieht ‘tin Biatos i 

g aie Le Black Plate, Bto, Sold by leading metai ! 1114 W. Dayton St. | 7 Hoular interest to rou, Send forbookion i | AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa, et A tA Att nee eee ee 
ttt ttt ttt ttt ttt ttt + 911 14} 1 9 tt 1 tm — ht tan oy | Draw I | | ! j rawing Inks Bog : | ; Eternal Writing Inks [| i « Fngrossing Ink fj FRATERNITIES 1 : Caine J ‘Taurine Mucilage Boog | | ] i Photo Mounter Paste [| | Have your furniture repair work done | i _ am . Drawing Board Paste i i duri I ti Find i : @ = ™ iquid Paste 8 uring the summer vacation so that every- * eal P: x . . . ae Fae Paste ie Ete. ' thing will be in readiness for the boys 

i ws Are the Finest and Best Goods of their Kind jj when they return in September. i ] Bmancipate yourself trom the use of corrosive and ill-smelling inks and ad- 7 7 7 | hesives and adopt the Higgins Inks and Adhesives. They will be a revelation | | 
| 1 to you, they are so sweet, clean, well put up, and withal so efficient, { I THE F URNITURE REPAIR SHOP i ' AT DEALERS GENERALLY i ij J. E. McGiturcan, Prop. / 

| CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs. fj Badger 5461 435 W. Main St. | i Branches: Chicago, London—271 Ninth St. Brooklyn, N.Y. i I i 
eet ee te at ne tt at tt ttt tte Bt tht 

Fi et ttt ttt I inner 
| tol l I | | TIEDEMANN’S PHARMACY | 

R ALD IO N E W S ! 702-704 University Ave. 

och 7 i i Get Your Supplies from Our Complete Stock of 

j Stratford € i Drugs, Toilet Articles, Candies, Stationery j | CIty oS i | | i Ne : L | School Supplies, Etc. | i i ‘p> | 1 | ! wl 7 4 Bog i INU 
| g WT 1 4 Try Our Home Made Ice Cream i | \ Wee Lot | i ; il It is Deliciously Better | 

1 | i F rom S tyl e H ea d q uarters i Ce a - 

| Pe tnt tit att tata ttt | STRATFORD Suits and Top [J ! 
! Coats, the Style Clothes of Amer- | ! ! . ‘ ot | i ica, are to be found at this store ij oj i i | | | at prices you will be glad to pay. [ | : ! | | | eC rrin O | 

BY ALL MEANS SEE THIS DISPLAY BEFORE ' ' 

i OU BUY i i Printers and Engravers i 2 
a e 

& 

i CRESCENT CLOTHING CO. : | | i i | Broom & Gorham i 
1 | ; Hatt tt ttt tt tt tt ttn tt ttt tte ttt ttt 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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pe TICE EEC CO 
=] 

| ° BDITORIALS »- EB 
ts. MUO ho EDC TO OC EO OTT on 

. 4 re > . 

7 a ry g ca 7 « ys - ie a AS oa G Jay Fi = 4 ee My i i NA eM I i : j } s | or: 

THE STAFF 
Gregg Bruhnke Caldwell Steen Senger 

Smart Rusch Holmes French Sogard von Kaas Blanch 
FOREIGN FIELDS South America, Australia, Asia, the level of Lake Michigan and damaged lake ports. FOR ENGINEERS and Africa all offer great oppor- The further charge is made that Chicago is violating 

tunities for the engineer. South an order of the War Department, which fixed the America, the closest country, is the one first considered amount of water below what is now being taken. by adventuresome graduates wishing to travel. The Chicago admits the latter charge, but claims that the fabulous riches of South America have barely been War Department has no jurisdiction. In regard to the touched. Professional men, foreign engineers particu- lowering of the lake, Chicago likewise admits that the larly, are welcome. There is great activity, especially level has been lowered slightly by her use of the water, south of the equator, and much has been accomplished but maintains that’ a condition of equilibrium has been within the last score of years. Four railways cross the reached and that water may continue to be drawn off at Andes, and there are two more under construction. the present rate without any further lowering from Buenos Aires, a large village forty years ago, has had that cause. Furthermore, the Chicago Sanitary Dis- subways for over ten years, has two million inhabitants, _ trict (the corporation directly in control of Chicago’s and is recognized as one of the most beautiful cities in drainage canal) offers to furnish the money necessary the world today. to construct control gates in the St. Claire river that There is work to be done,—work everywhere; the will put the lake level back where it used to be and possibilities are unlimited, but there are several stumb- keep it there in spite of fluctuations in rainfall in the ing blocks. The first one is the language. The gradu- Lake Michigan drainage basin. 
ate going to South America on his own hook may not There appears to be no good reason why this matter find work, and then,—what to do? There are family cannot be adjusted amicably ; it is an engineering prob- ties to be considered, friendships that must be neglected, lem pure and simple. Unfortunately, in its present new acquaintances to be made, new customs and stand- status it smacks more of politics and litigation than it ards to be learned. In any case our advice to the gradu- does of engineering. No good can come of treating it ate is not to leave the U. S. without a contract. Then as politics. 
he is assured work. When his contract expires he _— 
will know the language, the country, and the people, WATCH YOUR STEP The controversy between Wil- and he will know what he wants and what he can do. WHEN SPEAKING liam S. Murray _ ,engineering 

—B, M, PUBLICLY chairman of the Super-Power SS Survey, and Robert M. Bruere is of considerable in- THE LAKE LEVEL Under the leadership of Wiscon- terest to engineers. Mr. Bruere made a statement that CONTROVERSY sin, several of the Great Lakes electric heating would follow the general use of elec- 
States have joined in an effort to tric lighting. The statement appeared in an article make Chicago reduce the amount of water now taken on The Coal Disgracé and the Way Out in a recent edi- 

from Lake Michigan for the purpose of flushing her tion of the Nation. Mr. Murray chose to ridicule the Taw sewage up the Chicago river to the drainage canal. statement in a letter to the Nation published on April Wisconsin claims that drawing off the water has lowered (Continued on page 152)
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Joseph P. Schwada, ¢ ’11, was appointed city engineer North Carolina Highway Commission, has an article on the 

of Milwaukee on April 17. Mr. Schwada is a native of use of the churn drill in making sub-soil examinations for 

Milwaukee and worked in the engineering department of the bridges, in the March number of the North Carolina 

city and for the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Highway Bulletin. 

_ __ Company prior to his gradua- Lewis R. Sherburne, ¢ ’20, sends the following new ad- 

| tion from the civil engineering dress: 1527 Chambers St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

| — course at Wisconsin in 1911. Vincent G. McGraw, ¢ ’20, can be reached at 81 Forby 
= | From June, 1911, to January, St., Elmhurst, L. I. 

4 a 7 1912, berwas field aa and Dwight S. Fowler, ¢ ’17, who has become associated with 
eo | inspector for the Wisconsin : 

y : : | : eres E. B. Parsons, of Jefferson, Wisconsin, has opened an office 
i oe | Railroad Commission, engaged at Watertown, Wisconsin. 

io $ on grade separation surveys, 2 . . 

a | plans, and estimates. He left O. Laurgaard, ¢ ’03, CE ’14, city engineer of Portland, 
Ae oe | that position to become struc- Oregon, recently sent Dean Turneaure a copy of a report 

i | tural designer in the depart- om a water front development project for Portland which 

Y | ment of bridges and buildings he has prepared. It is an eleven million dollar project that 

for the C., M. & St. P. Ry. at has for one of its prime objects the rehabilitation of a 

Chicago. In the fall of 1912 he large district immediately adjacent to the river, making 

was appointed instructor in it available for high class retail business, hotels, and 

| structural engineering at Wis- office buildings. 

consin, He resigned early in Donald Greenwood, CE ’14, who has been with the South 

| 1916 to accept a position with Dakota Highway Commission in the capacity of designer 

Ae BH) the Wisconsin state department and assistant engineer of plans for several years, has re- 

. ment of engineering where he signed to accept a position with the Illinois Central Rail- 

Joserit P. SCHWADA had a varied experience, largely road, Chicago Terminal Improvement Department. 

in the field of appraisal work. Herman Larsen, c 13, is in the Engineering and Con- 

In February, 1918, he was granted leave of absence at  tracting business, at Boonville, Ind. 

the request of the U. S. Shipping Board to work on con- O. R. Moe, ¢ 12, writes as follows: “I left the University 

crete ship design and construction for the Emergency jn the year 1912, after having taken three years of the 
Fleet Corporation. He was assistant in charge of concrete- gyi] engineering course, going to Albany, N. Y. with the 

ship design at Washington and Philadalphia from Febru-  pelaware and Hudson Company. I began with that Com- 

ary, 1918, to February, 1919, and inspector and assistant pany as a chainman and went through the various positions 
resident representative in charge of concrete-ship yard at until the latter part of the year 1917, when I assumed 

Jacksonville, Fla., from February, 1919, to October, 1919. charge of the Engineering and Valuation Departments of 
During this period (summer of 1918) he carried on a three- this system.” 

months investigation of concrete ships in ocean service, 

measuring and studying the effect of strains upon the hulls. ELECTRICALS . 

He was recalled to Wisconsin in 1919, and continued with Willard A. Kates, e ’21, recently took a position with 

the state department of engineering until May, 1921, when Day and Zimmerman, Inc., of Philadelphia. He intimates 

he was appointed engineer in charge of design and con- that he has ventured upon matrimony, but fails to offer 

struction of the Riverside Pumping Station at Milwaukee. any details. Address: 4627 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Penna. 

. W. H. Snider, e ’20, is assistant electrical engineer with 

CHEMICALS the United Light and Railways Co., Davenport, Ia. 
Frank Cirves, ch ’21, is chemical engineer with Van Ray Hardin, e ’15, is with the Bertman Electric Company, 

Shaack Bros., Chicago, Ill. at Lake and Des Plaines Street, Chicago, Ill. 
Presley D. Holmes, ch ’20, gives his address at 1814 June- 

way Terrace, Chicago, Ill. MECHANICALS 

Waldemar Velguth, ch °20, was married to Gertrude A. B. Hawkins, m ’21, announces a change of address 

Elaine Jones, of Flint, Michigan on April 5, Velguth is from Camp Kearney, Cal., to 4156 Colonial Ave., East San 

with The Buick Motor Co.. Diego, Cal. 

O. B. Westmont, ch ’20, announces the arrival of a son, E. B. Williams, m ’19, sales engineer, may be addressed at 

Arthur Wells. Westmont is with the Carborundum Com- 301 Cambridge Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

pany, at Niagara Falls, N. Y. Roy Phipps, m ’11, who recently returned from engineer- 

. ing work in the Orient, is now with the Chain Belt Com- 

CIVILS pany, at Milwaukee. 

‘Howard Buck, c ’17, has been appointed head football MINERS 

coach at Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis. F. S. Turneaure, min ’21, is with the Geology Department 

W. B. Newing, ¢ ’22, can be reached at 700 Maryland of the Associated Oil Company, at Oil Center, Cal. 

Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. William F. Uhlig, min ’22, is at 4418 Magoun Ave., East 

Philip K. Schuyler, c ’21, assistant engineer with the Chicago, Ind.
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=| «| Serving Public Utilities | 
| awe A ve a ae Many public service companies testify to the ad- ' 
! a | oe a ce vantages and appreciable savings under the Allis- 1 
| 3 i . ee Chalmers plan of “Undivided Responsibility,” where | 
I Ge ee eo ae. | the manufacturer assumes complete responsibility | 
i cee Pee es for the design, building and placing in operation of i | : a oe | i a eS eee if Pen se ee the principal equipment for the power plant. 2 
: hk Ee et bicces ee Complete equipment “from prime mover to | 
! ie | Vallee ieee a a Lg ey switchboard” is ‘built by the Allis-Chalmers organ- | 
| re 4 Pease er ization. This includes all types of prime movers— | 
bce am a9 ee ae Z : Pie steam turbines, hydraulic turbines, steam, gas and | i 4 ee ao eee i. oil engines, together with complete electrical equip- i 
ee LL ae Poe ment. Condensers of all types, pumps, air com- i 

7 aan oo ees se pressors and many other auxiliaries are also sup- 5 a C aoa plied. Allis-Chalmers equipment is used in plants 
one | e a om of all sizes, and includes some of the largest power | 

lg a eS en units ever built. | 
| al 4 NI ie a | Let Allis-Chalmers Engineers Serve You. | 

: ie We : an oS i a L | The installation shown consists of a 12,500 i 
it eee bees | eH K. W. Steam Turbine Generator Unit, complete i 
il ye rN ee : with Surface Condenser, Turbine-driven Circu- i 
i Ne eo | lating and Condensate Pumps, all of Allis- i 
i Laks ae Chalmers manufacture. i 

| | (iLLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING(O. | 
; | MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A. | 
Bete tt ttt ttn tt ethene ete tne nt 

Se AH HHH HHH Ha 
! ! | | ! 
! 
i LOOK US UP AFTER YOUR SUMMER VACATION AND YOU WILL | | : 
i FIND US READY TO DO YOUR BLUE PRINTING AND RECTI- 
f i 
i GRAPHING OR TO FIT YOU QUT WITH ANY ENGINEERING SUP- } 

PLIES YOU MAY NEED. | 
i i 
| | 
' | 
1 en’ | | | ! : | 
I | 

| The Wi in Blue Print C | & 
: | e Wisconsin Blue Print Co. | 

| 
i BLUE PRINTS SERVICE RECTIGRAPHS i 

| i 
| 26 West Mifflin St. Phone Badger 6800 
& 

: 

| Ica A NRA ra 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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foc ti 

| ENGINEERS ==". | 
Clothes don’t make the man, but they help him keep up ap- ! 

pearances. One of our Spring Suits will make you look fresh 

| and neat. | 

| . 

2 The Co-op. ! 
| E. J. GRADY, Mgr. 
Pe 

ran HE + tt 

| THE THINKING FELLOW | | 
| AND CO-ED TOO [ | GET YOUR SPRING SUIT AT 

CALL A | 

Expert Service at our Tailoring i 

I BAD 500 GER | Department | 

| tt 
| | | | 
| CAB 1307 University Ave. Phone Badger 1056 

“Organized Responsibility” i i 

ee nate F NRA AH BR HH at 

Fe a et 

| i ENGINEERS— i 

| CIVIL, CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL, 

MECHANICAL and MINING i 

| | | CLASS PIPES | 
| B h | ANY DESIGN OR YEAR ' 

ranc i i 
: 9 ; 

| Wj ._ | | MORGAN’S | 
| Bank of Wisconsin | | 
| i 532-534 State Street i 

7 1 tt tt tt tt tt i tt tt rt ttt te ef 

| Ft 

CAPITAL and SURPLUS, $360,000.00 | MONTAGUE’S CHOCOLATE | 
| | COVERED CHERRIES 
| | , 69c Per Pound | 

| | | 
! State and Gilman Sts. | | 

| | Sumner & Cramton | 
| DRUGGISTS 

I | | 670 State St. Postal Station | 

fae ne et ini na ih el eae ee 

Get the Late Records at HOOK BROS.
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° CAMPUS NOTES ° i 
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Eart L, CALDWELL ‘ 

oo Or TAU BETA PI ELECTIONS 

THE PARADE ‘Tau Beta Pi announces the election of the following 

new members: 

We planned a fine parade; excitement mounted Honorary Member 

high; Proressor Gustus Lupwic Larson 

And then a million tons of snow descended from Juniors 

the sky. David John Greiling—mechanical 

Frederick John Mollerus—mechanical 

We could not buck the drifts; we picked another Edgar David Lilja—electrical 

day ; Walter Arthur Kuenzli—chemical 

Another million tons dropped down to where William Edwin Ouweneel—chemical 

the first lot lay. Wallace William Drissen—mechanical 

Floyd Dwight Johnson—electrical 

Again we tried our luck, when April rolled George Fredrick Hrubesky—mechanical 

around. Joe Rosecky—mechanical 

The weatherman turned on the hose, and our Warren Alexander Mason—mechanical 

parade got drowned. Edward Carl Bopf—electrical 

Floyd Arthur Nelson—mining 
Nor did that end the grief; the worst is yet to —_——_—__— 

come; We'll Be Over; We’re Coming. Over. 

| The lawyers stole our patron saint and put him According to Professor L. S. Smith, no written work 

on the bum. is required in the German universities. attendance at 

lectures is not compulsory, and the examinations are 
And when the show is o’er, another blow de- given once every two years. 

scends: SSS 
The Cardinal assails our taste and says our WISCONSIN SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED 

stunt offends. Seventeen freshmen engineers have been awarded 

: . : Wisconsin Scholarships for the current year. Fifty of 

Alas that is not all; we faced a libel suit nese scholarships are granted by the Regents each year 

Because somebody did not like a float that we to men and women first-year students who are regis- 
thought cute. tered as residents of Wisconsin, who have shown worth 

. and ability, and who are in need of financial assistance. 
Penh (OME tails should drag beneath our load The scholarships consist of cash awards of $100 each. 

of sins; 

Instead we heave a soulful sigh for folks who “ ; 7 43 ; 
fever thin Gas. Don’t be discouraged, says a corn-fed philosopher, 

“Noah was six-hundred years old before he thought of 
"di fe? 

Still we desire to please, and so next year we’ll building the ark. y 
bear 

A single lily in a vahse, when we go round the _ MUS? HANI BEEN & DUMPS . 
Square. _ PROFESSOR OWEN (in topog)—‘Define line of 

—Malt Basin. sight.” . . . ‘ 
OZZIE FLINT—A line of sight is a straight, ima- 

Thu soppinary line determined by the objective lens and the 
optical delusion of the telescope.” 

SLOGAN FOR REMAINING WEEKS “Sheath ee 
your Sheba; grab your slipstick.” CROWN A TRUCKLOAD OF THEM 

re This year we put our co-ed engineer on the throne in 
“Here’s where I tickle that old gal—Lena,” said the the parade; next year we will crown a lawyer and put 

radio fan as he sat in at his crystal set-—H. D. M. him there.
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A. I. E. E. PROFESSOR MCCAFFERY BADLY HURT 

When the A. I. E. E. closes shop for the school year Professor R. S. Mc Caffery, of the mining’ depart- 
on May 23, it will finish with a record for good meet- ment, slipped and fell on the street on April 16 and 

ings. Through the efforts of S. M. Coe, who served broke his arm. The break occurred in the shoulder 
on the program committee, a number of good speakers joint and was of such a nature that it was necessary to 
have been obtained and the electricals have turned out operate and nail the broken parts together. Professor 

to hear them. McCaffery spent ten days in the hospital and for a 
“Automatic and Semi-automatic Generating Stations” further period was confined to his home. | 

was the subject of a talk by C. V. Seastone at the first —_— ! 

meeting after the spring recess. Mr. Seastone, who is A CLOSE RACE 7 

associated with D. W. Mead and has done a great deal “The shafts of two motors, one 4o H. P. and the 

of hydro-electric work, had many views with which to Giner 6o H. P. were connected directly,” said Professor 

illustrate his talk. . : Jansky to his class in electrical engineering. “Both | 
The last meeting in April was addressed by C. A. inotors were shunt wound, self-excited, and connected 

Andree, who gave the electricals some idea of the kind ;,, parallel to the same power line. The motors were 

of treatment which they would receive should they enter’ sired 6 that they would rotate in opposite direction | 

the employ of the Bell Telephone Company. Mr. An- jt not connected directly. When the switch was closed 
dree, being a Wisconsin engineering grad and a mem- ine motors rotated. Which one of the two motors | 
ber of the A. I. FE. E., knew just what features of the acted as a generator ?” | 

work would appeal to the electricals. He brought Sherm Green: “The one that the current came to 
these features out strongly, not forgetting to mention 4,4 

the big desks and the call-buttons. . 

The final meeting of the year will be a social affair. cepeys tame pes a 

An attempt will be made to have all business cleared THE ENGINEERS’ DANCE 

up before this meeting. By E. L. CaLpwe_i 

— The Annual Engineers Dance was held at the Candy 

WHEN I WAS YOUNG I THOUGHT THAT Shop on the evening of April 28th. The Slipstickers 

“Calculus” was a Greek god. proved loyal to their college and turned out a goodly 

“Slip-sticks” were the same as chop-sticks. crowd, which, being augmented by men of other col- 
Isaac Newton was a cookie. leges, filled the Candy Shop to capacity and the hearts 

—B. Fish. of the committee to gladness. 

rs Last year the reporter wrote of the excellence of 

PROFESSOR SMITH GOES TO SPAIN Jess Cohen’s Orchestra, and this year he is tempted to 

Professor L. S. Smith, accompanied by Mrs. Smith, boost Jess’s outfit to the skies. The spirit of the eve- 

left Madison on April 16 to attend the fourth Inter- ning was undoubtedly directly proportional to the music 

national Good Roads congress that will be held in Se- of the orchestra, whose unified work brought out the 

ville, Spain, from May 7 to 17, and at which Professor most of every dance number. May next year’s com- 

Smith will read a paper on “The Relation of Modern mittee name the same choice. 
Traffic to the Planning of Streets”. Following the ‘The natural beauty of the Candy Shop where the 

meeting, he will look over highway conditions in Italy, dance was held was “reinforced” with the balloons. 
France, Spain, Norway, and Sweden and return to this paper caps, and serpentine paper. During the inter- 

country about July 1. mission, Ev Mackie and Carroll Robb put out some 

———- wicked harmony—too little, in fact, as they registered 

BOOKS AND THEIR AUTHORS in fine style with Cohen at the piano. Now, having 

“Deportation in Free America”—C. A. Rutherford. mentioned the Committee and its good work, it is time 

“The Beautiful and the Damned”—Professor D. W. _ to say, that: 

Mead. “Rufe” Phillips made an energetic chairman, “Gene” 
“Junior Class Solidarity’—Professor W. S. Kinne, Silver handled the publicity effectively, “Eddie” Lilja 

editor, assisted by the faculty. did a fine job with the lighting, and “Larry” Sogard 

“To Have and Toe Hold”—George Hitchcock. designed the cover and got out the nifty programs. 

“Smiling Through”—J. FE. Mackie. It was good to see the chaperones enjoying themselves. 

“The Design and Construction of Parade Floats’—L. Professor “Reddy” Millar saw our girl once and tried 
A. Schmidt. to rope her with serpentine; and Professor Otto Ko- 

Se walke passed us three times in one lap—of the floor. 

It takes a good man to buck a heartless weatherman, We nearly forgot one of the features. They turned 
the nefarious lawyers, the censorious Cardinal, and the lights out every once in a while, and that was very, 

Prof. Kehl and still maintain such a cheerful smile as very hard to take—because you couldn’t tell when they 
does J. Everett Mackie, erstwhile chairman of the would come on. Who couldn’t have a good time under 

1923 Engineers’ Parade. all those glorious circumstances !
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THE CROWDS TELL THE STORY 
i We Serve Appetizing Foods Cooked in the Best Possible Way | 
| Regula® Méals: woccssecccececew renews BOC Small Steak ~___-..--__-----_-------------- 35¢ | 

| Two Eggs, any style -..-----.-------------- 25¢ Ham and Eggs _--------------------------- 35¢ ! 

| Bacon and Egge .s---seceseeceseesessuenns. 85¢ T-bone Steak ____-------------------------- 45¢ | 

| (Including Potatoes, Bread and Butter, and Choice in Drinks of Milk, Milcolate,:Coffee, Tea and Lemonade) | 

| AT | 
| | 
| me VY Cafe 
| : 
| 606 University Ave. ! 

1 $5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00 ! 
8 tn nt tt tt ht eS 
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| ! ] | 
| 1 | | | PUBLIC SALES | | | 
| ; i | | i We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S. ij | i 
i Army Munson last shoes, sizes 54% to 12, il f i 

i which was the entire surplus stock of one of ivf —— | 

| the largest U. S. Government shoe contrac- | | me 

| tors. | | 

i | | 
This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per ij Give Us A Trial i 

i cent solid leather, color dark tan, bellows iol : We Try To Please | 

i tongue, dirt and water proof. The actual | | | 

l value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tol 

tremendous buy we can offer the same to Cleaning - Pressing i 

i the public at $2.95. i i Repairing - Altering i 

i Send correct size. Pay postman on deliv- iol | 

| ery or send money order. If shoes are not | | : | 

| as represented we will cheerfully refund your ! ol . 54 B 3 

money promptly upon request. 409 N. Frances 5t. Phone) Biaao i 

| National Bay State Shoe Co. | | | | National bay State Shoe Lo. | | 
29§ Broadway, New York, N. Y. - 
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| 
| 
i ESTABLISHED 1854 
i 

| 

; Conklin & Sons Company | 
I | 
I COAL, WOOD and MENDOTA LAKE ICE 

| Cement, Stucco, White Lime, Hair and Sewer Pipe 
5 

Main Office: 24 E. Mifflin St. - Phone Badger 25 ' 
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BIG TEN BALL SEASON OPENS baseball comes out via sky, ground, or both. He plays 
With a bright sun, a warm spring day, and plenty of — with both eyes wide open and gets under flies with more 

peanuts and pop, Wisconsin rooters helped the Badger alacrity than a soldier can display at mess-call. Serva- 
team pry the lid off the 1923 baseball season on Friday  tius is a miner. . 
afternoon, April 20. The Big Ten season opened with The tall, agile bird at first base is Harold Holm, senior 
a victory, the Cardinal trimming the Hoosier nine electrical. Holm can scoop 
8 to 3 in a game fraught with errors on Indiana’s part. them up when they are 
The Badger crew, with Pickford on the mound, played wr low, pick them off when 
bang-up ball all the way through and hit consistently. gr a) they are high, and gobble 
The Hoosier blunders were responsible in part for the : hs them up when they come 3 
lopsided score, for the Indiana pitcher put up an ex- ni 2 wide, all with equal dex- 
cellent game. . Cees terity. He swings a mean 

Playing errorless ball, the Badgers won their second Ea Chimes bat, also. In the Indiana 
conference game, 6 to 4, from Chicago on Friday, April og ie ‘ game ke knocked the pill 
27, but dropped the third game to Michigan, at Ann x ) way over into the football 
Arbor, on the following day. Johnson, on the mound yy y,/ len field and circumnavigated 
for the Cardinal, had an off day and the Wolverines, ai ail > the diamond ’ere the re- 
as a result of hits bunched in the first, third, and sixth ee ‘ a turn of said ball. 
innings, won 11 to 3. panei: bey | 

ENGINEERS PLAY ON BALL TEAM < ““ ENGINEERS NUMEROUS 
Prominent on Coach Lowman’s ball team are four faa ae, _ on ON oyM oer 

engineers, two of whom have been the mainstays of the A), Vee se The gym team, w ue Ee 
Badger pitching staff. Walt Radke, junior civil, is coos Plog: cently won the Big Pen 
playing his first season of varsity ball, and as relief Oo “ Championship at Ohio 
pitcher finished the Chicago game and saved Wisconsin eros : State, is composed Shiefly 
from utter disgrace at the hands of Michigan when he Vee ee ial of engineers and is also 
was sent to the mound at the end of the sixth frame, | captained by a plumber, 
following the erratic work of Johnson. The diminutive Dean Bitchén, chemuecal 
slabman pitches good ball and if he continues to do as ENGINEER DASERATI: senior. Other members of 
well as he has thus far this season he will develop into ARUISES the team ane Frank Ku- a dangerous man for the Wisconsin’s opponents. bosch, chemical ; Frank Bumer, civil ; Norman Koch. 

Jerome Pickford, chemical senior, has been a regular mechanical and erstwhile fancy diver on the Varsity hurler now for two seasons. Though not exceptional, SWimming team ; Walter Porth, mechanical; and Merrill 

he is a good slabman. His work in the Indiana game Hansen, chemical. 
kept the Hoosiers to three scores, while his work in ——— 
the first eight innings of the Chicago game kept the ENGINEER TRACKMEN GET LETTERS Maroons constantly worried. Three of the four W’s awarded indoor-track athletes 

’Way out in right field one may see Johnny Servatius went to civil engineers this spring. Bill Hamman, Ralph 
do a tall prance whenever anything that looks like a Spetz, and Brown Donohue were the lucky men. 

vt be. ‘oa Le) ou a 

C bt pi vane ?d CB 

| Sir Se es A | 
ENGINEERS ON GYM TEAM 

Koch Kubosch Hansen D. Kitchen Porth Buimer 
( Capt.)
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_ EDITORIALS 000,000 for a population of 250,000. Some business to 

18 in whicl ee ane ae “a ‘i be produced from an area smaller in size than Dane 

y In Waren he made an analysis 0 Costs cL Ween. County! The sugar plantations are highly developed, 
furnace and electric heating at the present time and ig- and have involved a large expenditure of capital. A 

nored the advantemient in the art. single plantation will be perhaps 10,000 acres in area, 

Mr. Bruere, in his response, gives data to the effect and include a sugar mill and industrial railroad tracks 

that his original statement was not entirely futuristic, running throughout the area, and require large annual 

and he also cites several instances in which Mr. Murray expenditures for fertilizer labor and often ‘water’ for 

made and acknowledged incorrect statements in connec- irrigation. Many of the plantations én Oahu are jeri 

tion with the Ontario Hydro-Electric Project. gated from artesian sources, and Honolulu receives its 

Mr. Murray’s attack seemed to be something of a supply from the same source. Most of the water is 

defense of private ownership, and was uncalled for in pumped, and the quantities are enormous,—nearly suf- 

connection with the article published by Mr. Bruere. fcient, on this one island, to supply the city of New 

Engineers have a reputation for basing statements on york, 

facts, and men as prominent as Mr. Murray should be After visiting Honolulu and vicinity, we sailed for 

careful in preparing papers for public consumption. Hawaii to see a yaleaie: 1a Aton On the: way; we 

As Gs Be passed the island of Maui, and had a fine sight of its 

— mountains and gorges. Here the boat discharged a lot 

a TB ontinal 4a of passengers, noe of whom were teachers going to 

handicap, they do learn to speak very well indeed, with attend a teachers convention. We sighted Hawaii early 

a somewhat peculiar accent, but quite correct grammar. m the: morning, and for about two hours sailed along 

The teaching staff is made up of various races, all work- the windward side of the island and enjoyed the fine 

ing together very harmoniously. It was extremely in- sight of the cane fields and the mountains of Mauna 

teresting to watch the instruction in writing given by Loa and Mauna Kea, extending 13,000 feet above sea 

the aid of music, and the principal remarked that they level. rom our point of YIRWs the canefields looked 

found the phonograph a very real help in many ways. like a strip of green grass extending from near the shore 

More than half the children in the public schools are line for three or four miles up the slope of the moun- 

Japanese, and not more than 10% Caucasians. ae a a oF ra an ae ong Yi 

— ‘ : : e bare mountain side with a ° . 

_ sth ‘i “City and Cony Bogue Me Oi: coast, rainfall is so abundant that the cane is transported 

who was just returning from a Highway Engineering from the fields to the mills by means of fiumes;, Sup 

Conference at Kansas City. I learned that he was a plied by water from: various streains ‘Comme dowat from 

Cornell graduate, but a native of the islands. He took the mountains. These flumes in many places are care 

pains to show us about the city, and took us out to an nied over deep gorges on trestles 150 or 209 feet high. 

inspection of some highway work he was doing across = railroad also runs along near the coast line, but as He 

the mountains on the other side of the island. In this C@St IS very steep and rocky, the construction of the 

particular work, he was expending about $100,000 per road involved a great deal of expense m heavy cuts, 

mile for bridges, grading and surfacing, an expendi- tunnels and trestles. a fifty-mile trip on this road is 

ture that would stagger people in this country. How- a fine introduction to the island. 

ever, not many miles of road of this character are Hilo, a small town of about 10,000 inhabitants, is 

needed. A narrow-gauge railroad runs from Honolulu the port of this island. Being on the windward side, 

around the north end of the island through a desert it has a heavy rainfall of about 200 inches a year, and 

country on the west side to a very productive country last March the fall was about 60 inches. Fortunately, 

on the cast side. Railroads have been built on all the it was comparatively dry while we were there. From 

four principal islands, but the motor truck is very use- Hilo, a good automobile road extends up the slope of 

ful for the short haul traffic characteristic of the coun- Mauna Loa to the active crater of Kilauea, about 4000 

try. feet above sea level. This road runs most of the dis- 

The chief products of the islands are sugar and pine- tance through a very interesting tropical forest, in which 

apples,—in fact, these are the only products that amount ree ferns 20 or 30 feet high, and many other varieties 

to anything in the way of commerce. There are only of tropical flora abound. The scarcity of good mer- 

about 500 square miles of tillable land in the islands, chantable timber in such tropical forests is rather no- 

but the production in dollars is very great, as sugar is ticeable, but I believe this is rather characteristic of the 

a very intensive crop in Hawaii, the yield being some- tropics. Tree ferns and heavy undergrowth seem to 

thing like 214 tons of sugar per acre. Pineapples are strangle the growth of trees, and in many places, large 

raised on a large scale, and production is rapidly in- tee ferns and other varieties of parasitic plants may 

creasing. These products are so valuable that the total be seen growing in the crotches of the larger trees. 

exports from the islands to the United States amount There is so much moisture that vegetation will grow al- 

to about $175,000,000 per year. As the imports are most anywhere. 

only about $75,000,000, there is a profit of about $100, The crater of Kilauea is located on a shoulder of the
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING CODES. 

In order to protect workers from accidents and eye Ore <dieh - 

sight damage, no less than five states, New York, Nsw nen ceca 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Oregon have uw in <Soe Sle 

force lighting codes for industrial establishments. Other JOE) 
states are now considering the adoption of an industrial a “ 

lighting code, and it seems only a question of time when sts ey ra (a ae 
all the states will adopt such a code. E oe fe aN at r\ 

Proper lighting of work places is not only of great — Woe per Aghting P y & 2 
importance to the operators working therein, directly 2s Eel ar 

affecting their safety and eyesight, but it is a factor of Se ——— 1876 
equal importance to the employer, as quality and quantity os ia tie oO anal Usteeesal 
of output are deciding factors of profit or loss in the : Grikdind Machine 

operation of the plant. . designed by J. R. Brown 

The introduction to the Wisconsin code reads as fol- o °@ 

lows: “Insufficient and improperly applied illumination is The Origin 
a prolific cause of industrial accidents. In the past few ; . ; . 

years numerous investigators, studying the cause of ac- C l d l d 

cidents, have found ae the accident rate in plants with of y m YUCCA rin mg 

poor lighting is higher than similar plants which are well 

illuminated. Factories which have installed approved light- EVENTY-TWO years ago, in 1851, me- 
ing have experienced reductions in their accidents which S chanics knew that a hardened shaft would 
are very gratifying. outwear a soft one. Yet the hardening 

“Of even greater importance, poor lighting impairs process distorted shafts enough to make them 

vision. Because diminution of eyesight from this cause useless; and straightening was nota satisfactory 
is gradual, it may take the individual years to become method of remedying the distortions. 

aware of it. By 1852, however, a lathe was in use whose 

“This makes it all the more important to guard against spindle bearings had been hardened and ground. 

the insidious effects of dim illumination, of glaring light These ground bearings are the first evidences 
sources shining in the eyes, of flickering light, of sharp of cylindrical grinding. 
shadows, of glare reflected from polished parts of work. The unknown discoverer of grinding used an 

To conserve the eyesight of the working class is a distinct iron wheel having a lead rim charged with 
economic gain to the state, but regardless of that, humani- emery. This wheel, driven by an overhead belt, 

tarian considerations demand it. was mounted on the tool post of a lathe. 
“Finally, inadequate illumination decreases the pro- As early as 1864 Brown & Sharpe were build- 

duction of the industries of the state, and to that extent, ing grinding machines of the lathe type. In 

the wealth of its people. Factory managers who have 1868, Joseph R. Brown designed the Universal 

installed improved illumination, are unanimous in the con- : ai M hi hich ated at thei 

viction that better lighting increases production and de- Grinc ing aC Une wi ich appeare eSene 
F i” tennial Exposition in 1876. 

creases spoilage. : ea 
. : co From these beginnings the Brown & Sharpe 

The Wisconsin Commission has adopted a rule to the line b to include 18 si f prindi 

effect that, “diffusive or refractive window glass shall be faa jas grown ° 0 . Sizes Of grinding 
used for the purpose of improving day light conditions machines— Universal, Plain, Crankshaft, Surface, 

or for the avoidance of eye strain, wherever the location Tool and Cutter. _ These high-grade machines 

of the work is such that the worker must face large are noted for their accuracy and capacity for 

window areas, through which excessively bright light may producing work of the highest quality. 
at times enter the building.” 

A glass is now available which meets the above re- BROWN & SHARPE MEG. Co. 
quirements. It properly diffuses the light and prevents 4 

sun glare passing into the building and is known as Providence, R.L, U.S.A. 
Factrolite. 1923 Brown & Sharpe No. 3 Universal Grinding Machine. 

Engineers of to-day are making a thorough study of Centres take work to 12” in diameter, 40” in length. 

illumination, so that they may be able to plan and lay : 5 

out industrial plants, to scientifically increase their - a 

efficiency to as near the maximum as possible. This ac- , 

complished the engineer is not only doing something worth atime fie, dnrpes, 

white for his employer, but is doing quite as much for Ss (ea rh 

himself by coming into prominence with modern ideas. —— . 

If you are interested in the distribution of light as 3) © 

. through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laborator,. 

Report—“Factrolited.” fa , 

FT SE ee 
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, i Grocery) eS 

20 Fifth Avenue, SR ee 

h St. Louis. New York. Chicags 
| 

No. 8. Ma 
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i tol paddle — start up the 
i Tents and Folding Cots, All Sizes Orpheus Portable and she i | O. D. Blankets, all wool, if is yours. | good weight ______________ $2.95 i ne _ | ! O. D. Light Weight Wool i | | | _Stis:tnetorsimpine.... $2.75 | | UNIVERSITY MUSIC SHOP | : | | | 
Khaki Shirts _---- 98 | | at511 State Ph. B. 7272 | 

i White U. S. Navy Pants, remarkably low ! “The Shop With a Personality”’ ' 
| _ priced. i se ipa eee aS lita a 
Government Khaki Pants, water- en 

| proof, guaranteed not to rip_. $ 1.75 
! Whipcord Breeches, buttoned i ij THE NEW PLACE | and laged Dottems, double $4 75 ij i 
: seat an nee___--_ e i i Stop in for a | | : 4 } ; U.S. Army Russett Shoes, solid ! | Soda, Malted, or Your Favorite Magazine | 
; I | | leather, Goodyear welt soles_ $4.25 i | 
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larger mountain of Mauna Loa, which is the famous fame, and the live wire, Kim Tong Ho, of the Chinese 
old volcano of the Sandwich Islands of our geographies. American Bank. No need to describe the bunch, as 
This crater is about three miles in diameter, and for they were all Wisconsin. 
the most part consists of old lava, over which a path Politics in the islands is a very interesting subject, 
extends to an opening known as the fire pit, or a crater and bound to be more interesting in the near future. 
in a crater. This fire pit is about 1200 feet in diameter At present, a majority of the voters are of the native 
and about rooo feet deep, but at the time of our visit, Hawaiian race, with Caucasians second. In a few 
was filled about half full with hot lava boiling up and years, however, the Japanese descendants will be the 
flowing around, making a wonderful sight. The large most numerous, and a good deal of speculation is rife 
crater is nearly surrounded by a high, rocky cliff, on as to what will then happen. However, it appears to 
the high side of which is located “The Volcano House”, visitors as though the varieties’ of people on these 
a very good tourist hotel. On the low side, the lava islands get along together wonderfully well and that 
overflows about once in two years, but without danger they all have the interests of the islands at heart. It 

| to the hotel or its surroundings. Fortunately, this vol- may not be many years before the territory becomes a 
cano is very mild-mannered. When it erupts, all that full-fledged state. This is the ambition of the people. 
happens is an overflow of lava which, however, may be We sailed for home just two weeks after we landed, 
somewhat troublesome as it sometimes acquires a veloc- and as the boat left, the official band gave us the usual 
ity as high as 20 miles per hour on its way to the parting salute by playing the Hawaiian good-bye song 
ocean. No explosion of gas or blowing out of ashes “Aloha”, with most of the passengers wearing wreaths 
seem to take place from this volcano, so that it is a _ of flowers and throwing ribbons of paper to the friends 
very safe exhibit for tourists. We visited the fire pit on shore. 
both in the daytime and at night, but of course at —_—. 
night the spectacle is much more impressive. At the A 4000-VOLT OUTDOOR SWITCH STRUCTURE 
time we were there, the lava was rising about five feet nerat Cree from elle 146) he b hich 
per day, and was expected to overflow in two or three 8° the a : ee . i . e t — wae 
months. Besides the main crater, there is a string of pod a Sh tre eng ne ah structure. 1 ei eben 
non-active craters five or six miles in length to the fom fs Dus are made to the separate load circuit : switches. east of the main crater. Some of these old craters are 5 ' p ; ‘ ‘ : The outer branch is connected to a transfer bus partly grown up with trees, others with nothing at the through a di ti itch. This is f : 
bottom but black lava. The peak of Mauna Loa is | 7048? @ eisconnecting switch, iS 18 Tor use in case " it is desired to make repairs on the oil switch. All nearly 10,000 feet above the hotel, and some tourists _ eo : ‘ oe generators, motor-generators, and circuits have a similar make the climb to the summit, but it did not seem at- i . ‘ A : . arrangement. With this system of disconnecting ' tractive to us, as the slopes are very flat,—about 10 per : vs ‘ * ‘ fecha switches, it is possible to transfer any of the apparatus cent,—and there is not much pleasure in climbing that : Sys ‘ : from the main bus to the auxiliary bus through an sort of a mountain: nothing but hard work. After was : s Suge ‘1 ar auxiliary oil switch which is large enough to take care spending about two days at the volcano viewing the . 

of the largest generator in the plant. craters, steam cracks, and sulphur banks, we returned . . . . . Oil switches on all circuits and other apparatus are to Hilo and sailed for Honolulu. I can strongly recom- 
coe vs 3.0) protected by overload relays and three per cent reac- mend to any tourist in Hawaii a visit to the volcano. . : : : . tors. While the generators are non-automatic as re- It was the most interesting feature of our trip. 

The G ft ‘ is M 1 F gards overload, they are protected by a system of cur- 
Joe other ; ack wae e ae Wal eo ‘he rent transformers connected differentially. This system 
Beal al ie 2 EQUESSOR tt aren ane nae protects the generators in case of a break-down in the 
tes te tar ee University ° Wisconsin. ‘i generator winding. In case such a break-down should 
he i een in the islands since sf ore a A om unt occur, an unbalanced load is thrown on the current 
ne Decame Governor, was publisher or a aily Beye transformers, causing them to operate a relay which 
paper. He is exceedingly cordial, a thorough-going Ha- Cn i tn tnt tt tnt ttt 
waiian, and is certainly well liked by the people. We i | 
happened to be in Honolulu at the time a reception was i BADGER BILLIARDS j we % 3 . z & given at the Governor’s house in honor of the Trish | SCHUBERT & HERBRAND, Props. | 
poet, Padraic Colum, who was spending some time in { . | 
the islands studying Hawaiian traditions. We attended ] The place for | 

I i r f ic and speeches by native Hawaiians, pecially areaneed | er ad ff 2 
for the occasion. There were no ukeleles on the pro- | MALTED MILKS | 
gram. Not the least interesting feature of our visit j and | 
was a U. W. luncheon arranged for our benefit. There | | 
were 17 University of Wisconsin folks present, in- | FIRST CLASS SMOKES | 

cluding Colonel Haase, Miss Farrington of Honolulu, ! 644 State St. | 
Miss Radke of Madison, “Buck” Bellows of football | | 

nt i tt tt ttt ttt nett
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trips the main oil switch, and opens the field circuit. The seven that were in service averaged 92 per cent 
This prevents further damage to the windings. of their rating for the 24 hours, and at certain periods 

In installing bus bars of the length used in this con- of the day all of them were considerably overloaded. 

struction, the question of expansion had to be consid- The new hospital with its 36,000 square feet of hot 

ered due to the extreme changes in temperature to water radiation and the new service building addition, 

which they are subjected. will add very considerably to the connected load of the | 
Suitable expansion joints, consisting of a group of plant. If, when these buildings are connected, we 

copper ribbons in a bow-shaped form to allow motion should have a day such as February 14th, it would 

of the main bus bars were installed in the main runs. tax the present capacity of the heating plant to its very 

All branch taps were made with three or four-bolt limit. 

clamps consisting of one brass. plate and one iron plate. Realizing that these conditions would exist when the 

The brass was used to prevent the formation of a mag- pew hospital is completed, the legislature two years ago 
netic circuit. If both of the plates were made of iron, was asked for appropriations for two new boilers and 

serious heating would result due to eddy currents and  gtokers. Eighty-eight thousand dollars is now available 

hysteresis. for that work. Two 546-horse-power boilers will be 

No exact comparison of cost and maintenance data installed within the next six months. The stokers will 

has been made with the indoor systems generally used, pe the most modern available, probably of the forced 

the new system having been used but a short time. graft type, either under-feed or chain grate. These 

So far, the installation has proved a success. It has stokers will be able to burn enough coal to operate the 

withstood severe weather tests. Because the work is boilers at 300 per cent rating if necessary. 

open it is more fire-proof than the indoor compartment Regarding the future of the steam distribution sys- 

construction can be. It allows the dissipation of heat, tem, the present plan is to continue to construct all 

and the air forms an excellent insulator for the elec- i ain-Jines of tunnels of sufficient size to walk in, with 

trical parts. Not being walled in, the apparatus is more  Jaterals leading to the buildings of smaller concrete 

easily repaired. There is the difficulty of working onduits. It has been possible to lay out these tun- 

outside in severe weather to be taken into consideration, nels so that the connections to the older systems can be 

however. The future of the outdoor switching station jade conveniently and economically. Future tunnels, 

is yet to. be determined. when needed to accommodate future buildings, will be 

The writer is indebted to Mr. R. M. Bert, electrical so laid out as to obtain a very direct path for the steam 

superintendent, in charge of construction, for the pic- nq at the same time secure a loop from the heating . 

tures shown and for assistance in preparing this article. sation, Referring to the map it will be noted that 

ee there is already a loop around the major part of the 

THE UNIVERSITY HEATING SYSTEM eastern campus. The present legislature is being asked 

(Continued from page 140) for approximately $100,000 to complete a similar loop 

buildings and prompt calls for service when needed have around the western section of the campus, The pro- 

helped greatly in reducing the steam consumption. Close osed tunnel is shown by a dotted line running west 

supervision of and repairs of all traps, regulator valves, Sn the notth side of University Avenue. With this 

return pumps, etc. have been essential to economy. | The completed the. distance. of steain travel to the Forest 

repair of pneumatic and hand control valves in as Products laboratory will be peduesd to nearly one:third, 

many buildings as possible during the summer has les- and a loop will be completed which will cnisleelde possible . 

sened the number of calls during the heating season and to feed steam from two different directions to most 

has resulted in better service and less waste. of the buildings on the campus. This will give a re- 

The installation of condensation meters at the gen- fable transmission system and one that can be cut out 

eral library, horticultural greenhouses, Chadbourne Hall, at different points for repairs with little # convenience: 

and especially the installation of a steam-flow meter ° 

at the Forest Products department have resulted in more —s TTS 

economical use of steam, since the steam is paid for es | 

on the basis of meter readings. ‘ 

Puture Plans | DRAWING PENCILS | 
On St. Valentine’s Day, February 14th of the pres- 

ent year, the heating station was subjected to the great- KOHINOOR CASTELL i 

est heating demand in its history. On that day 150.15 i VENUS ELDORADO i 

tons of coal were burned and 2,319,240 pounds of steam i i 

were generated. The amount of coal burned on that i ee i 

day would be sufficient to heat the average home & at i i 

least ten years. Of the nine 350-horse-power bowers 4 
t 

in the alan seven were in service for the full 24 NETHERW OOD > i 

hours, one was maintained with a banked fire so as to i 519 STATE STREET and LOKEN BROS.” STORE i 

be ready for an emergency, and one was down for re- i i 

pairs. 
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Building the Appian W 
Late in the fourth century B. C., Appius Claudius | Appius Claudius cared little for time and labor. 

began a campaign for a road which would con- The cost of his methods would be prohibitive to 

nect Rome with its southern provinces at Brindisi. the modern contractor, quarryman, or mine oper- 

The Roman Senate for a time balked at the great 2¢OT- Today, even dynamite, the great labor saver 
expense. Finally, Appius Claudius agreed to de- of this age, which has made possible a highway to 

fray part of it from his own vast for cane the summit of Pikes Peak, has to be scientifically 

° selected. 

Grading asd conn eeepc ion road bed and For work on which it is suited, Hercules Special 

DayeMient OF Chis samous: highway S<guneit : No. 1 reduces blasting costs. It contains one-third 

B.C. was a long, laborious task, which required more cartridges per case than 40% dynamite 
thousands of soldiers and slaves. which it usually replaces, cartridge for ae le 

ed . ata saving of about twenty-five percent. Hercules 

The digging had to be done by hand. To obtain Special No. 1 contains nothing but the highest 
paving stones, slaves cut channels in the basalt grade of standard materials and has thoroughly 

to the required depth around the block, and then _ proved its dependability. 

pried it out with iron bars. The smaller stones Write to our advertising department, 939 King 

for ballast were chopped out with picks and Street, Wilmington, Delaware, for a booklet on 

hammers. “Eliminating Waste in Blasting”. 

HMERCULES pills \\. 

IW —— 

w S\ COMPANY 
Allentown, Pa. Chicago, Ill. Hazleton, Pa. 2 = J] Louisville, Ky. Pittsburgh, Pa. Salt Lake City, Utah 
Birmingham, Ala. Denver, Colo. | Huntington, W.Va, = = New York City Pottsville, Pa. San Francisco, Calif. 

Buffalo, N. Y. Duluth, Minn. Joplin, Mo. Va" = Norristown, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 

Chattanooga, Tenn. Los Angles, Calif. = Pittsburg, Kan. Wilmingon, Del. 
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| ES 1 | | | ky | | BADGER METE | (Way CHICAGO STEEL TAPE CO. {| | E R MFG. Co. | i Ni H} 5 ij Manufacturers of i 
j wy Wy 231 Cottage Grove Avenue i i Disc, Turbine, Compound, Oil, and Hot Water Meters i 
i 4 CHICAGO, ILL. i i : i 

5 Sx —. Manufacturers — 8 aS 3 — i | : i Surveying Implements, Tapes, Leveling i i ae i 
i fj ® Rods, Self-Computing Rods, Stadia i i : i 
i ff (| \ Rods, Rod Ribbons, Targets, Mark- i i i | 
i Ny ) ing Pins, Lining Poles, Eureka i i ss i 
1 RD Tape Repairers, Ete. 7 7 ee j | Ay v) ape Repairers, Etc | ‘ A 

oe et ttt et tt tart tenn i a i 

Feet tatiana | : oO | 
| . i | i THE VILTER MFG. CO., 906 Clinton St. |; Hedges: Mgt “AY Dies Wien Meter i ! 

fog izes 5” to 114” i | MILWAUKEE, wIs. Established 1867 | | | . ‘ i | . | | FROST PROTECTION—Badger disc meters, | 5 Builders of eos : ¥ a . 3 | Ht P. | | sizes 5g-inch to 11-inch inclusive, are | 
| a ave oppet Valve | | equipped with breakable bottom plates, which | 
| dager Rain and | | in the event of freezing give way with the ] i apy ih ee ES Corliss | | expansion of the ice, and relieve the working | 
| 6) aa ee esa”: Engines | | parts of abnormal pressure. There is no dam- | 
i — ee ee . | | age to the meter other than the breakage of | : B - i Ice Making and eg 3 |. ye . ; i | the frost bottom. i i Nie : Refrigerating i i . . . i 
i Machinery ii Milwaukee, Wisconsin i 
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STURDY & RELIABLE [UFKIN ’ | ’ APES 

Oar me INSURE YOU OF ACCURACY AND GOOD STEADY OO a3 &. SERVICE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS Ly a : 
‘ ) They have many improved features, in é Dis, addition to the essential qualities of ac- Ko Les ¥ 

( l i ; curacy and durability. fo ™N fale 
a \ yx On Sale Everywhere Send for Catalogue ae OTH iI 
-) ~~ &. NG Tey oy / THE LUFKIN fpULE Co. or / 

4 Windsor, Ont. SAGINAW, MICH. New York 7 
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i I WELDING WIRE PP Ae ! © WIRE STRAND SS" | 
| | 
! John A. Roebling’s Sons Company | 

Trenton, N. J. 165 West Lake St, CHICAGO, ILL. i 
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Koehring Dominant ‘| What does Koehring Dominan 
iN 
\) 

| Strength Concrete mean to the 
\ 
IN 
NY S Contractor— 
\) 7 

ae @ ? 

N ) << = . (Gimme, Owner:-Engineer: 
S Te YAN =) . 
: fod oe Ve ‘T? the contractor, it 

A ee 
S a re eg a: C means reduced surfac- 

Py aay 7 ae z : 

N pos a y ~& =4 ing costs because domi- 
\) Cee a le : 

R t S in Vida eee nant strength concrete is 
te : ; id Beas fae > . ° 

S \ ee On yy fem plastic,flows into the forms 
IN \— TE i a TG I y : ° : 

8 A io J) ee ceadily, is easily worked, 
IN | €O7 4 ; 
K Me y and gives a good surface. iN, te es N Sed : 

| S . To the owner, it insures a 
I%e, 

| S . structure of good appear- 
XN (1) Blade cuts through materials d f 

ith charni ction. (2) Blad — carties materisisup, epiling down ance and of greatest 2 
| ieceiwenedene inherent worth—To the 

d . (4) Materials elevated s 2 : tecien iop bad sanaeied down engineer, it brings the as- 
to reversed discharge chute which 

(3) with scattering, spraying ac- surance that the concrete 
ion, showers materials bac! to e 

hi i ide for repeated tri: Coe cece tee sas have en, 
e assumes in his design. 

‘The Koehring Five-action Re-mix- 
ing Principle prevents separation 
of aggregate according to size— 

AR coats every particle of aggregate 
SZ ASUS thoroughly with cement, and de- 

vy q livers uniform, plastic concrete to 
_» the last shovelful of every batch. 
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Vs ZS KOEHRING COMPANY 8 
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The First Electrochemist 
| 

AG i ITROUS oxide, accord- the effects of electricity on matter. | 
iN KY ing to the science of a “What is Europe?” said Alexan- | 

KGET, century ago, was “the der. “We are Europe.” 
principle of contagion when re- The treaty was at that time an 
spired by animals in the minutest important political event, framed 
quantities.” Mere say-so. by two selfish monarchs for the sole | 

Imaginative yet skeptical Hum- purpose of furthering their per- | 
phrey Davy, who believed in ex- sonal interests. Contrast with it | 
periment rather than in opinion, — the unselfish efforts of Sir Hum- 
“‘respired”’ it and lived. phrey Davy. His brilliant work 

It was this restless desire to test. has resulted in scores of practical 
beliefs that made him one of the _ applications of electrolysis in in- 
founders of modern science. Elec- dustry and a wealth of chemical 
tricity was a new force a century knowledge that benefit not him- 
ago. Davy used it to decompose __ self but the entire world. 
potash, soda, and lime into potas- In the Research Laboratories of 
sium, sodium, and calcium, thus _ the General Electric Company, for 

laying the foundations of electro- instance, much has been done to 
chemistry. With a battery of two —_ improve the electric furnace (a de- 
thousand plates he produced the _ velopment of Davy’s arc) and new 
first electric arc—harbinger of | compounds have been electro- 
modern electric illumination and chemically produced, which make 
of the electric furnace. it easier to cast high-conductivity 
Czar Alexander I and Napoleon copper, to manufacture special 

met on araft to sign the Treaty of _ tool steels;and to produce carbides 
Tilsit while Davy was revealing _for better arc lamps. 

RSKeNS General@Electric 
General Office Company Schenectady,V.Y. ; 
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